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LANCASTER Mk. I AND III DRILLS 

 
IV. TAKE OFF DRILL 

 
The Pilot will have his microphone mask secure in position and the microphone switch “ON” 
 
The Flight Engineer will repeat all orders given by the Pilot but will not make the executive 

action until after a distinct pause. This pause gives the pilot an opportunity to check the 
repetition or to cancel his order in emergency. 

 
 When in position to take-off, the Pilot will: 
 

(1) Check navigation lights (on or off as ordered) 
(2) Set Directional Gyro to 0 
 

PILOT F/E PAUSE ACTION BY ACTION 

“Running Up” “Running Up” - Pilot 
Open throttles against breaks 
to zero boost to clear engines. 

“OK for take off” “OK for take off” - F/E 
Check engine gauges. Looks 
out starboard side. 

“Taking off” - - Pilot 

Releases brakes and opens 
throttles slowly to the gate to 
plus 9 lbs (or plus 12 boost 
whichever is applicable. 
Emergency boost plus 14.) 

“Full Power” - - F/E 

Checks all four boost and rev. 
Gauges for plus 9 and 3000 
RPM (or for plus 14 lbs and 
3000 RPM) screw throttle 
friction nuts to finger tightness 

 “Full Power” - F/E 

Watches all fuel pressure 
warning lights. If light shows 
turns appropriate cock to other 
tank. 

   NAV 
Starts calling airspeed every 3 
seconds as soon as speed 
reaches 70 MPH 

 
At 100 foot or over aerodrome boundary 

 

PILOT F/E PAUSE ACTION BY ACTION 

“Wheels Up” “Wheels Up” - F/E Selects wheels “Up” 

“Climbing power” “Climbing Power” - F/E 
Reduces revs to 2850 and 
boost to plus 7. Reduces to 
25650 +7 at 300 feet. 

“Flaps Up” Slaps Up - F/E Selects flaps “UP” 

“Cruising power” “Cruising Power” - F/E 
Throttles to plus 4 boost. 
Reduces revs to require 
setting 

- - - Pilot 
D.R. Compass to “NORMAL” 
after 5 mins, flight 

- - - F/E 
On reaching 1000 feet switch 
off immersed fuel pumps. 

 


